
        

Office of Career Advising and Development

Professional Email 
Guide
In the Office of Career Advising and Development (CAD),  
we understand that establishing strong interpersonal connections  
is a critical first step toward achieving personal and professional goals. With a focus on  
REPP – reflecting, exploring, preparing and pursuing – we know forward motion is made easier 
when you have people to support your efforts. With that in mind, it is likely you will initiate contact 
with a potential connection via email. You may want help in determining how to reach out to potential 
contacts, employers, graduate programs and more. CAD has created this guide, complete with sample 
outreach emails, to assist you throughout this process. 

We encourage you to look at these samples and use them as a template for emails you send.  
You may want to further tailor the email to your particular situation, but these samples emails are 
targeted to several different areas of outreach. We hope that these samples give you a better idea 
of how to communicate effectively with those in the professional arena. As with all communication, 
remember it is better to be more formal, and to not unintentionally close doors to opportunities  
by being too casual. However, if you know your industry of choice has a more casual approach to 
communication, or if you are reaching out to a peer, you can back away from being overly formal.

If you have any questions, please send an email to careers@lemoyne.edu or call 315-445-4185

Office of Career Advising and Development
Reilly Hall 342
careers@lemoyne.edu  |  (315) 445-4185  |               @lmcDolphinsWork
                                 lemoyne.joinhandshake.com
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Career Conversation Request
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This is an email you would send in order to introduce yourself and ask to meet with  
someone to find out more about an industry, company, graduate program, etc. Remember, 
developing relationships and connecting with others in the professional arena are fantastic 
ways to better understand what you want to do and how to achieve your goals.

Dear Mr./Ms./Mx./Dr. [Contact’s Last Name or  Full name of contact]:

My name is [your name], and I am a [school year] at Le Moyne College studying [major]. I really 
admire your [work/experience] with [organization/company]. I am in the process of exploring 
careers in your field and would sincerely appreciate 20 minutes of your time in order to ask you 
some questions and learn more about you and your [journey/career path]. 

I am available to meet with you [give a span of days and times] during your usual workday.  
Please let me know the day and time that is convenient for you to meet.

Thanks in advance for this great opportunity!

Sincerely,

[Your name]

KEEP IN MIND
● Most professionals are incredibly busy, it may take two or three emails  

to them before you receive a response
● Give the person a full week to respond back to you before you  

send a follow-up email
● When you email the person a second time, you can start off by saying something 

like, “I know you must be very busy so I wanted to follow-up on my earlier email.”
● As long as you’re polite, you will not be perceived as annoying or pushy  

because you sent a follow-up email

IF THEY REQUEST CONTACT BY PHONE

● You can use a similar format for leaving a voicemail or message.
● Make sure the voicemail greeting on your phone is appropriate 
● Call the host back within 24 hours of receiving their message if you miss a call



Job Shadow Request
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This is a sample email you can use to reach out to someone who is in a field that sparks your 
curiosity. Shadowing at a worksite allows you to witness firsthand what kind of work is 
done, which skills are needed, and how you might fit into such an environment.

Dear Mr./Ms./Mx./Dr. [Contact’s Last Name or  Full name of contact]:

My name is [your name], and I am a [school year] at Le Moyne College studying [major]. I really 
admire your [work/experience] with [organization]. I am in the process of exploring careers in your 
field and would sincerely appreciate an opportunity to shadow you (or someone else you suggest) 
at your work. I believe that a job shadowing experience would help me determine if this field  
would be a good fit for me.

Would you be open to me shadowing your for (time frame)? If so, I am available [give a span  
of days] during your usual workday. Please let me know which day and time would be most 
convenient for you. 

Thank you in advance for considering my request.

Sincerely,

[Your name]

KEEP IN MIND

● Most job shadowing experiences are either for a half day or full day 
● You may have more success asking for a job shadowing experience  

after you have a successful Career Conversation
● Most professionals are incredibly busy so it may take two or three emails  

before you receive a response
● Give the person a full week to respond back to you before you  

send a follow-up email
● When you email the person a second time, you can start off by saying  

something like, “I know you must be very busy so I wanted to follow-up  
on my earlier email.”

● As long as you’re polite, you will not be perceived as annoying or  
pushy because you sent a follow-up email



Job Application Request
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Date

Dear Mr./Ms./Mx./Full Name of Contact ________________________________:

I know the difference a strong team makes in achieving goals. From looking at your website and 
seeing [Company's name]'s accomplishments, I knew I wanted to be a part of the impact your 
company makes. That is why I was very excited to see an opening posted on LinkedIn for 
[position title]. I am very much interested in the position and have attached my resume and 
cover letter to this email for you to review.

As you will see, I have a great deal to offer [Name of Company] and your efforts in the field of 
[Type of business/work to be done].

It would be my pleasure to meet in person to further discuss my skills and strengths.  
Please feel free to contact me at (518) 222-2211. I look forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely,

[Your name]

KEEP IN MIND 

● It's all about that first impression—especially when it comes to your  
cover letter. Use these opening lines on your next cover letter to get  
the attention of any hiring manager:  
 

● See the Resume and Cover Letter Guide for guidance on writing a strong cover 
letter to include with your email.

5 Opening Lines That Will Make Your Cover Letter Stand Out



Job Inquiry Request
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Dear Mr./Ms./Full Name of Contact ________________________________:

Perhaps you are, or will soon be, seeking an addition to your team. Presently, I am a senior at  
Le Moyne College, majoring in Philosophy and English. I have been tracking the work you are 
doing at [name of company] and I would very much like to be a part of the difference you are 
making in the [name of industry] arena. In particular, I’m interested in delving into the work 
[company name] does around [what it is that interests you].  I see myself as a strong candidate  
for [position name/job title] with [company name] should that opportunity arise.

[What it is that interests you about the company and its work] is something I have explored while 
pursuing my degree. In classes such as [list two to three classes] I was able to learn more about 
what it is that proves successful and what does not work. Specifically, [include description of 
project, report, or other related work that shows your connection to what the company does and 
your interest in it]. I hope to take that academic acumen and apply it to the real world and the work 
[company name] does. Again, the work you do with [what it is that interests you] is compelling,  
and I can add value to your efforts as a [job title]. Clearly, if there is another way you see my 
contributions adding value to the work you do, I would be more than happy to discuss that as well.

Enclosed is my resume for your review and consideration. I would very much appreciate the 
opportunity to further discuss your company and my interest in becoming a part of your team. I 
can meet at your convenience during your work hours. If you prefer, I am also able to talk in the 
evenings at [(555) 555-5555].

Thank you for your time.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]

KEEP IN MIND

● You can make this letter stronger by adding a reason why you’re interested  
in this particular organization. This could come from research you’ve done  
on the organization’s website or social media profiles, or from the news

● If you have relevant internship or work experience, consider highlighting that  
instead of your classroom experience



Job Reference/Recommendation Request
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Asking someone to serve as a reference can feel intimidating, but know that if you have a 
strong connection with the person you are asking, that individual will feel comfortable letting 
you know whether or not he or she can offer a recommendation.

Hello [First Name],

I hope all is well! How have things been with you and [the person’s company, organization, or 
personal interest]?

I’m reaching out because I have begun the job application process, and I’d love to list your name 
as a reference, if you’re willing. I thought of you because we’ve [ways in which you’ve worked 
together], and you could speak to my [key skills and abilities needed in the new position].

Please let me know if you’d be willing to serve as a reference and, if so, your preferred contact 
information and any other details you need from my end. 

And, of course, if you’re busy or not comfortable, I completely understand. Thank you in advance 
for your time, and let me know if there is anything I can do for you!

All the best,

[Your name]

KEEP IN MIND

If you are selected for an interview, reach out to your references and let them know the 
company name and that someone may be contacting them. Again, thank them for offering  
to support you in such a tangible way.

Also share the following information with them:

● What the hiring team is looking for [very short description of key elements of the role]
● 1-2 of your skills, abilities, or talents that are key to the position
● Specific project you worked on that’s relevant to the role
● Key differentiator between you and other candidates



Job Offer Extension Request
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Dear Dr./Mr./Ms./Mx.[Last Name or first and last name of person]:

Thank you for your telephone call and the email I received yesterday offering me the position of 
[position title] with [Organization/Company name]. I am excited about the opportunity this position 
offers both in terms of job duties and my ability to contribute to your efforts, and I very much 
appreciate your confidence in offering me the job.

You asked that I make a decision by [date requested by company/organization]. This is an 
important decision, and at this time, I do not have all the information I need in order to give you  
a response within the time requested. For this reason, I am asking you to consider letting me 
supply you with my decision by [date that is reasonable and gives you enough time]. I would very 
much appreciate such an extension, and assure you that I will be able to make a firm decision  
by that date.

Thank you very much for your consideration of my request.

Sincerely,

[Your name]

[Major(s)/Minor(s)] - Le Moyne College

[Phone]

[Email]

KEEP IN MIND

You should always request an offer letter in writing after you receive a verbal offer over 
the phone. The offer letter should include details like job title, salary, location, benefits, etc.  
Do not accept a job offer until you’ve reviewed an offer letter.

If you are asking for an extension from company A because you’re waiting for a response  
from company B, you should reach out to a representative of company B to tell that individual  
you have an offer from company A, and ask if they can tell you when you can expect to hear  
back with an update. The date provided should let you know how much time you need to  
ask for an extension from company A.



Declining a Job Offer
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Dear Dr./Mr./Ms./Mx.[Last Name or first and last name of person]:

I wanted to follow up with you regarding the offer letter I received from [insert company name]. 
After much consideration, I made the decision to accept an offer from another organization.  
This was a difficult decision as I enjoyed meeting your team and learning about [company]. I am 
very appreciative of the time you took to review my application and interview me on [date]. 

I hope our professional paths cross in the future and I wish you  
the best of luck with your recruiting efforts to fill this position.

Sincerely,

[Your name]



Graduate School Reference/Recommendation 
Request
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Asking someone to write a letter of recommendation can feel intimidating, but know  
that if you have a strong connection with the person you are asking, that individual will  
feel comfortable letting you know whether or not they can write a letter to submit with  
your application.

Hello Dr./Ms./Mr./Mx.[Name of person],

I hope all is well! How have things been with you and [the person’s company, organization, or 
personal interest]?

I’m reaching out because I am applying to the [name program] at [university name], and would so 
appreciate including you on my list of recommendations, if you’re willing. I thought of you because 
[ways in which your relationship has been instrumental in your personal and professional 
development/choice of attending graduate school], and you could speak to my [key skills and 
abilities needed in the program].

I’ve attached my current resume and here is a link to the description of the program for your 
reference. If you are willing to write a letter of recommendation, here are some key ideas that might 
be helpful:

[One to two skills, abilities, or talents that are key to the program]

[Specific project you worked on that’s relevant to succeeding in a graduate program]

[Key differentiator between you and other candidates]

Please let me know if you’d be willing to complete a recommendation and, if so, your preferred 
contact information and any other details you need from my end. I believe the [university name] will 
reach out via email explaining the procedures to follow. The program has a deadline of [date] for all 
submissions, so the letter would need to be completed by then, I hope that fits into your schedule.

And, of course, if you’re busy or not comfortable, I completely understand. Thank you in advance 
for your time, and let me know if there is anything I can do for you!

All the best,

[Your name]
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CAREER CONVERSATION THANK YOU

Following up an Career Conversation with a note of thanks shows your professionalism,  
your maturity and, most of all, your gratitude. Don’t forget to complete this essential step  
in establishing long-lasting relationships and bridges to future opportunities. This note  
should be sent within 24 hours of the meeting. 

Dear [Interviewer Name],

Thank you so much for meeting with me today. It was such a pleasure to learn more about the work 
you do and [Company Name]. As I said when we met, I am learning as much as I can about [industry/
field of work], and meeting with you has helped me a great deal. I have a much clearer understanding 
of what I need to do moving forward thanks to your insight and advice. It was particularly interesting to 
learn more about [content you found interesting].

If you ever have any more advice or think there is someone else I should speak to about [field of work], 
please let me know. I look forward to staying in touch as I continue [job search/next steps]. I definitely 
plan on using your advice to [piece of advice that stuck with you]. Thank you again for your time.

Best regards,
[Your Name]

JOB INTERVIEW THANK YOU

Following up a job interview with a note of thanks shows your professionalism, your maturity and, 
most of all, your interest in the position. Don’t forget to complete this essential step in establishing 
a bridge to future opportunities. This note should be sent within 24 hours of the interview. 

Dear [Interviewer Name],

Thank you so much for meeting with me today. It was such a pleasure to learn more about the  
team and position, and I’m very excited about the opportunity to join [Company Name] and help  
[bring in new clients/develop world-class content/anything else awesome you would be doing]  
with your team. The energy I witnessed during the interview and while touring the office infused me with 
the feeling that I wanted to be part of [company name]’s growth and outreach.

I look forward to hearing from you about decisions you have made, and please do not hesitate to 
contact me if I can provide additional information.

Best regards,
[Your Name]

Thank You Emails for Different Occasions
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Hello [Contact Name],

WHEN SOMEONE GIVES YOU ADVICE

I was excited—but also really nervous—when I was faced with [an unfamiliar task at 
work]. Thank you so much for taking the time to answer my questions. Hearing about 
your experience working on [something similar] was so helpful!

I ended up doing really well on [the project, event, etc.] and wanted to share how much 
I appreciate your advice.

WHEN SOMEONE MAKES AN INTRODUCTION

I wanted to let you know that I just got [back from meeting/off a phone call] with  
[mutual contact’s name]. 

Thank you so much for introducing us! She/He/They told me what it was like working  
at her/his/their company. She/He/They also gave me some great advice about  
[helpful advice they shared]. 

It was also helpful when she/he/they told me I should feel free to send on my resume.  
I feel so much better/more confident/more ready to tackle [whatever is needed].

WHEN SOMEONE SERVES AS A REFERENCE

I’m really excited to have made it to the final rounds of interviewing with [company]/ 
to have been accepted into the program to which I applied].

I’ve attached an updated resume and a copy of the position description, so you’ll  
have them if you need them for future reference. 

Thank you so much for agreeing to serve as a reference, and please let me know if  
I can be helpful in any way!

Best,

[Your name]

Thank You Emails for Different Occasions, cont'd.


